Abstract -The paper presents a new method of determining the steady-state of electrical circuits with nonlinear elements whereas periodic solution can be predicted. This method allows for calculating steady-state wave-forms directly in time domain. A new discrete differential operator has been defined. It reduces nonlinear differential equations of a circuit to a set of algebraic equations for the values of the steady state solution at discrete time instants. Based on it an algorithm for solving nonlinear differential equations has been proposed. Numerical tests have been performed for elementary electrical circuits with a nonlinear coil and a power electronic switching element.
I. INTRODUCTION
Steady states calculation methods are fundamental tools of electrical engineering for learning technical properties of circuits. For example symbolic calculus is a basic tool to analyse linear circuits with sinusoidal current waveforms. It is a method which operates in frequency domain. It allows for a simple specification of Fourier spectra of currents on the basis of which one can clearly determine values of solutions in particular time instants when necessary. Symbolic calculus applied to nonlinear circuits, it is not very effective. Usually, simulations are used with simultaneous increase in time until the steady state is reached.
Specifying steady state current time waveforms on the basis of the Fourier spectra obtained with frequency methods can be inadequate due to a limited number of harmonics or the Gibbs phenomenon. The paper presents an attempt to create an algorithm which allows for the direct calculation of the current waveforms where a circuit is described by a system of nonlinear ordinary differential equations, with periodic steady-state solutions.
The developed algorithm is tested by the steady state analysis of elementary circuits with two most common elements: nonlinear coil and power electronics device.
II. A NOVEL TYPE DISCRETE DIFFERENTIAL OPERATOR
A relatively simple differential operator can be specified for periodic functions in frequency domain. If one assumes that vector-function is expanded onto the Fourier series
and has the first derivative, it follows that 
The relationship between the coefficients of the Fourier series of the function and its first derivative can be written as
X and X are properly ordered vectors of the Fourier coefficients of the first derivative and the function itself: '
The Ω matrix is the differential operator for the periodic function in frequency domain. It has the form of the diagonal matrix The D matrix is a discrete differential operator for periodic functions and takes the form
It is composed of diagonal matrices 
III. APPLICATION OF THE D OPERATOR FOR SOLVING NOLINER DIFFERENTIAL EQUTIONS
The discrete differential operator (5) can be applied to determine the steady-state solution of a nonlinear differential equation which has the periodic solution with a known period. For the equation
The periodic solution a x in time domain can be found from the algebraic equation 
IV. SIMPLEST APPLICATION EXAMPLES

A. Elementary circuit with a nonlinear coil
The steady state solution for a circuit described as follows
is determined by the algebraic equation
The results of convergence test are shown in Fig.1 
B. Elementary L, R circuit with a diode
The circuit is described by the equation
. The steady state is determined by the solution of the equation
The results of the convergence test are shown in Fig.3 
VI. CONCLUSIONS
The paper presents a new algorithm for direct calculations of periodic steady-state solutions in time domain for nonlinear circuits, where the nonlinearity appears due to variety of reasons. It eliminates the need to use the Fourier series approach in frequency domain. The key element of this algorithm is a novel discrete differential operator in time domain.
